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Exciting pros gamePlay Smooth controls Excellent play value Great graphic aspect Cons Unlockable characters have the same speed and strength as the default character Landscape and Location remain stagnant If you ever decide to explore some ancient ruins belonging to a civilization from a bygone
era, there is only one thing you really need to know: don't pick up any mystical-looking idols that are perfectly perched on pillars of Statistics show that they usually result in the activation of a deadly trap or the release of an inhosit temple guardian in his theft of graves behind. Unfortunately, you didn't hurt
this rule and now you have to run for your life from a horde of demonic monkeys. So begins his adventure on Temple Run, one of the fastest games likely every game on a smartphone. You have to run, jump and slide your way through the winding mazes of temple ruins at speeds that can only be
described as ludicrous. If you succeed, you're sure to become a very rich person. If it fails, then it will end up as another part of ancient history. You think you're ready for this? Too bad; In Temple Run, you won't have enough time to think about it! The chase is like that! They say hindsight is always 20/20.
It's true; stealing this idol from the temple must have been the stupidest decision you've ever made. Unfortunately, there's nothing you can do right now apart from just running. These monkeys are hot on their heels and will never slow down. You won't be able to anyone if you want to have any hope of
getting out alive. Blaze through the temple with one of seven characters, including Guy Dangerous the average explorer, Francisco Montoya the out-of-time conquistador, and Zack Wonder the rising football star. Learn how to turn on a penny. Swipe right or left to make a sharp turn without slowing it
down. Act fast or become a wall decoration. The choice is yours. Slide under low hanging obstacles without losing a beat by running your finger down on the screen. Jump over pits and obstacles by sliding your finger upwards. Tilt your device to change your position on the screen. Use this technique to
narrowly avoid obstacles and collect goods. Collecting power-ups being chased by a troop of psychopathic simians could ruin your day, but you don't need to rely only on your prowess to see through. Temple Run comes filled with a healthy dose of power-ups that can be used to improve your temple



functioning skills ten times for at least a few seconds. It may not sound like much, but in this world, a second can and will mean the difference between life and death. Collect coins and gems as you sprint through the temple. In-store in-game to purchase all kinds of fresh produce. Use the impulse to give
yourself a quick burst of speed and momentum that allows you to pass over all obstacles without the possibility of death. Make these monkeys eat food Dust! Level up to the mega coin to instantly get a great profit from the coins at once. Get a coin magnet to draw all the coins to you automatically. Use
invincibility to become waterproof to all obstacles. Nothing can do you, the fire won't burn you, and the pits will even be filled with magically corporeal light that you can run. Activate the coin value power to increase the value of all coins in the temple for a limited time. Never stop running! There's always a
reason to go back to Temple Run. For a game that can be played on such a small screen, you'll be a surprised how big it can be. This is a title that can surely be played over and over again without ever feeling repetitive. Endless game features. The maze is unlimited in size and hard while you are able to
survive. See how long you can sprint through it. Earn as high a score as possible to survive and collect coins. Extend the forks of the road that will lead you along different paths of the temple. Unlock new characters and wallpapers by buying them in the store with your hard-earned coins. Free Run With
Temple Run, you get a unique and incredibly fast game with lots of playback value that you can take anywhere and play at any time. However, the best part about this is that it is also now free. There is no need to spend a penny to enjoy most of what Temple Run has to offer; this is a treasure worth
discovering for anyone curious. - Alice Flynn review Alice Flynn is a game enthusiast and journalist from Los Angeles, CA. She is currently obsessed with dark foreign dramas, making tofu edible and the latest computer games larger. Run or die testing Temple Run is a very popular game app, and the
idea is pretty simple. Does this simple game manage to keep players busy for the long haul? Is this game an instant classic, or a mere fad? Read on to find out! Fight or Flight This game taps into one of the most basic animal instincts. It's natural to have an adrenaline rush if you're being chased, and
when angry demon monkeys are doing chase, fighting really isn't an option. The only way to survive is to run for your life. Running is simple and intuitive in this game, and easy to use controls allow players to actually enter the area during the game. Flipping corners, sliding under hanging objects and
jumping over obstacles makes you feel as though you're really running through a dangerous jungle. It's an explosion. As the game progresses, running, dodging and turning speed up. At its fastest, Temple Run is a true test of reflexes, causing players to move a mile to just to keep the runner safe. Don't
blink! Controls made for the Touchscreen Temple Run have controls that are built to make the most of touchscreens. The runner is manipulated by simple slides and bumps in the screen. For example, swipe the screen to the left and the runner moves left. It just makes sense. Controls are sensitive Be too
sensitive, and are perfect for this game. In addition to sliding, the runner can move by tilting the device. The resulting movement is smoother than a hard blow, but maintaining control of the runner is harder when you actually move the device itself. If the runner collides with the side, the monkeys are
nipping instantly on their heels. Avoid hitting the sides for success! Endless playback value The playback value of this game is extremely high, even after all the characters and power-ups have been unlocked. Getting a new high score is always a rush, and the rounds are short enough that the game can
be played anywhere. The game also offers a long list of goals for players to achieve, if so inclined. Many of the targets have ingenious names, and some are really hard to come by. They add a new dimension to this simple running game, and any true fan will put in as much time to win as many as
possible. Lush Graphics and Rich Sound Temple Run graphics are bright and crisp without producing any detectable delay, which is essential for this type of lightning fast game. The sound is also top notch and clear, with epic sound effects and music reminiscent of an action movie. Randomly generated
courses, but syringe locations This game keeps players on their feet by activating the course each round, making it impossible to memorizing tracks. Randomly generated clues give this game epic longevity as it is never the same game twice. That said, the location itself never moves too far away from
the basic jungle environment, and that stops any real sense of progression through the game. Having a change in the landscape by reaching a particularly high score would have been a nice touch. However, the very resemblance of running tracks is not a deal breaker by any stretch. Fun Theme and
Storyline There's nothing deep about the Plot of Temple Run, but that's part of the charm of this title. You enter the skin of a treasure hunter who has stolen a mystical idol. The demon monkeys guarding this idol don't really appreciate the fact that it's been stolen, and they'll stop at nothing to get it back.
Guide your adventurer to safety, or sit back and watch the monkeys attack! That's it for the story. For some players, this will be a disappointment. However, with an open and endless game, this simple configuration is enough. Spending coins in the store nothing provides motivation to play more than
unlockable items. As you run through the course, coins line the path. Collecting and obtaining these coins allows players to buy some of the sweet power-ups or characters in the store. The power-ups in this game are extremely useful, making them a great investment. Power updates vary in price, and
some they cost significantly more than the others, suggesting careful savings and planning. It is better to level the perfect power-up for your playing style before working to improve the rest. The following powers are available for upgrade: Mega Mega - Increases the amount of coins earned. Coin magnet -
Draws coins to the player like a magnet. Invisibility – This looks more like invincibility. Enjoy immunity to traps, trees, holes, fire and more. Impulse - A temporary burst of speed. Currency Values – A coin multiplier that increases coin totals after specific checkpoints in the game. In addition, the store also
offers one-time items that provide a temporary boost. Choose from the following three one-time items: Resurrection Wings – This item will put players back on course. There is a cooling off period of 20 seconds before it can be used again. Boost - Automatic subsidies of 1,000 meters. Mega Boost –
Grants an automatic 2,500 meters. Unlockable runners at Temple Run, players spend a lot of time looking at their characters, so having another avatar option is nice. The character's default choice is Guy Dangerous, but Temple Run also offers the following unlockable characters: Scarlett Fox - A female
escape artist with a ginger-colored ponytail. Barry Bones - A policeman from the smart city of Karma Lee Street - A geisha speed demon. Montana Smith - A scout with an odiously large hat. I wonder what lies beneath this wing. Francisco Montoya - An old school Spanish conqueror. Zach Wonder - A
football star. Unfortunately, runners are different in aspects alone. There is no difference in strength or speed between the characters, probably because of the amount of space this type of programming would have added to the game. It's a disappointment, but picking up the characters is still a nice
challenge. Conclusion Temple Run is a fleeting success that has set records for application downloads. The success of this game has set the standard for what a free game should be by combining addictive play, great playback value and fantastic production. This is a solid game that offers hours of
quality entertainment. This title scores 7.5. If you own a capable device, this game is a must-have game! Average player feedback rating: (Ratings) Ratings)
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